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Grant Near-Perfect in Easy Win 
The Gazette 

Sunday, March13, 2004 

"MONTREAL - It's wonderful to have God on your side, as Nader Hamdan professed this week. But if you 

can't fight, what good is it? 

And Sunday afternoon at Casino de Montreal, 

Hamdan couldn't fight. He couldn't execute, 

couldn't land more than one punch at a time and 

was thoroughly frustrated by Otis Grant. The 

Montreal veteran, who later issued a challenge to 

adversary Eric Lucas, retained his World Boxing 

Council International super-middleweight title with 

a unanimous 12-round decision. 

It was remarkable how easy the bout was for Grant, 

36-2-1, and how routinely he dominated his 

Australian opponent. Yet Grant wasn't pleased. "I 

wasn't happy with my performance,'' said the winner, who received a $25,000 purse. "I couldn't 

execute. I was winning the fight, but couldn't put two, three or four shots together.'' 

The judges certainly felt Grant did enough. 

Montreal's Jack Woodburn and New York's Joe Dwyer scored the bout 119-108 for Grant. Woodburn 

gave Grant every round but the third, while Dwyer gave Hamdan only the first. Texan Ray Hawkins 

scored the fight 118-109, giving Grant all but the third and fourth rounds.. 

"It was a masterful performance,'' promoter Yvon Michel said. 

The bout changed late in the second, which Hamdan appeared to be winning until he was hit with a left 

to the body followed by a short overhand right with about 35 seconds remaining. Hamdan took a knee 

and was never the same, losing the round 10-8 on all three judges' cards. 

"He surprised me with the shot. It was a nice shot,'' said Hamdan, who lost for only the third time in 41 

bouts and announced his retirement. "He was slick, quick, very smart and experienced. I tried my best 

against one  
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of the best in the world. I tried boxing, giving him something different. But he's been there and fought 

the best. He's seen it all before. 

"I've had a great career. I go out with my head up.'' 

There were some rounds in which Hamdan fought aggressively, landing the first punch. But he never 

followed it up. Instead, he seemed confused by Grant, a southpaw, who counter-punched effectively. 

"He didn't give me much,'' Grant said. "He had a good jab and touched me with it in the first round. 

Then I decided not to lean forward and stayed back. 

"He'd miss. I'd counter and capitalize on those misses.'' 

Grant was at his best when he trapped Hamdan in a corner, landing combinations or working the body. 

It was a workmanlike and methodical performance. Only one other time, in the seventh, did Hamdan 

appear in trouble. Grant scored effectively in his own corner, and Hamdan appeared ready to fall. 

Grant snapped his opponent's head back in the eighth and clowned with Hamdan in the 10th, egging 

him on. It was an unusual gesture for Grant, normally deadpan in the ring. 

"I'm ready for anyone,'' said Grant, the former World Boxing Organization middleweight champ. "I'm not 

afraid and won't duck anyone.'' 

Grant will box next on June 18, possibly against American Scott Pemberton. But Grant Saturday issued a 

challenge to Montreal's Eric Lucas, the former WBC 168-pound champ. Lucas defends his WBC 

Continental title against American James Crawford Friday at the Bell Centre, and is then scheduled to 

meet Italy's Christian Sanavia. 

"It's nothing personal. Business-wise, this is best for both of us,'' Grant said. "Let's make some money.'' 

 

 

 


